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About This Game
Five years ago in this forest..
A journalist wanted to go there.And (of course) he didnt come back.
Few days later,he called his best friend.He just said to him "Come Here" and line dropped.
You're the "Best friend" of this journalist.You listened your friend and you went there.
AND NOW LET THE GAMES BEGIN!
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Title: Sullen: Light is Your Friend
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
FranticDreamer, SpoNk
Publisher:
FranticDreamer, SpoNk
Release Date: 22 Jul, 2017
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: 2.0 GHz CPU
Memory: 1 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GT 230 or AMD Radeon HD 5570
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 1536 MB available space
Sound Card: Realtek HD Audio

English,Turkish
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sullen light is your friend badge. sullen light is your friend
A very good game! Very addictive, some say not as good at first but improves! Especially when you get to sandbox! Wanna hear
a fun fact? My whole playtime is 169 Hours and soon that will be 1000! When I get back into the game alot! I hope you all
enjoy!. very hard to play just building 4 post took alot of time and alot of camera adjustments very few tools to make building
easier i love bridge building games and this one fustrates me like no other. Honestly an amazing game.
Pros:
-New guns are really cool and feel satisfying to shoot
-New enemys are nice
-Plenty of player models to chose from
-Jetpack
-Gamemodes are fun ( my fav is the frensy mode)
Cons:
-Some enemys are too easy
-Some enemys are broken
-No servers as of the writing of this review
-The hud is too cludered
Summery:
A good game but it needs a bit of reworking.
8/10. Since RHEM I is the oldest in the series, it required upgrade to SE edition the most. It brings bunch of improvements over
original like updated menu, saving\/loading slots (but still keeping ability to save to physical file), higher resolution, better
graphics and smoother animations. In addition, it has some enhancements for faster transitions and easier navigation. It really
improves gaming experience since this part of RHEM requires the longest walks compared to other parts. Though, if you are the
owner of original RHEM, I would wait for promotional price. It doesn't bring much of a new gaming content. Similarly to
RHEM IV SE you will find new clues over the world which will help to unlock a new additional area at the end of the game.
However, the new area is very small compared to RHEM IV SE in my opinion. There is also at least one new puzzle which
improves connection between different areas in the game. For newcomers I would recommend to start from any other part of
the series just because they are more concise. Nevertheless, I highly recommend buying this game for everyone who looks for
good, well thought and challenging puzzles and likes to explore. RHEM will definitely impress.. I have been waiting for steam to
fix the issues with this collection and bring it back up for sale. It works like a charm!I have windows 7, so I am able to play
KQVII, which was my biggest reason for purchase.
If you have never played the series before and you like the point & click genre of games, I highly recommend these! They are
puzzle-filled fun and have some hilarious voice-acting to go along with them (well, IV-VII does). NOTE: Be sure to read the
requirements on the page as not all the games work with all new operating systems.
Overall it's still tons of fun to play. 10/10 would rescue Etheria again.. Since the only review so far seems to be from an anime
hating curator, lets try to write a review from someone, who likes anime. Though i might not be the best reviewer, since I
normally dont make them, i read them. xD
My progress at the point of the review is, i have beaten the main game and are trying to find the hidden secrets, still left within
the tower.
So, the gameplay itself if quite interesting, if one takes into account, this is an RPG Maker VX Ace game. Its a dungeon
crawling type game, where one could skip enemies, if one has learned their moving patterns. You can expect to grind a bit
though.
The fighting itself is really nice, though it does have some flaws. There are some enemies and mini bosses, who cant do
anything, after they have less than 0.5 AP, making the fight impossible to lose.
This luckily doesnt happen to the main and secret bosses, since they can replenish their AP, even if their AP-regeneration has
been debuffed.
The story itself is quite good, though, since i played other games by Neok, i know, he could have done better. Its just about, you
and your teammates Karin, Mishika and Aeri, trying to find the secrets of the towers, wont spoil much more about this, since it
does have some nice plots.
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The music is nice, though some tracks can get a bit repetitive after a while.
And the art style, is well drawn, though here is the point, its somewhat anime oriented and might not suit everyone.
Last Words
Well, I do recommend that game to others, though it has it flaws and might not suit everyone with its gameplay and art
style. For me personally, I think the 8,49\u20ac have been well spend. Its main game is long enough, to not get to
repetitive, while actually staying fun.
For those, who are still unsure about this game, maybe check the playtrough of Hadriex, it might help to decided, if it
worth it for you, or wait for a discount.
. This game is really good and cute! It's a easy reccomendation for fans of combat puzzle games like You Must Build a
Boat and Puzzle Quest.
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They spent more time working on the thumbnail than the actual content. i was 10 when i played this game now im 21 savage still
going at it. I've played UniBall many years ago and the game still holds up very well today. It is very easy to pick up and play but
takes a while to master. Luckily, the community is very open to new players and you can find plenty of people willing to help
you learn the ropes.. Wanna know how this game is, boring levels that sometimes give ZERO clue where youre supposed to go
next, only ONE new monster which it looks very boring and its buggy,one new weapon Mr. Molotov, which its nothing special,
okay music that is a little bit like the original Painkiller music ,Boring boss fights which are just big version of normal enemies
and you just have to shoot them till they die and they arent even hard.I HIGHLY dont recommend this game and if you like this
game then thats fine its just my opinion.. I had played this Tropico 5 DLC when it first came out. The Big Cheese storyline was
very funny and creative. After beating the Big Cheese mission (which was a bit short), help keep my island rolling in money
during the World Wars era (for the mission takes place in the Colony era). The DLC did seem too short, but the added building
does help industry heavy players. I do hope they add more money making DLCs in the future.. I am just now diving into VR
games and Dimension hunters was one of the best I have played so far mainly due to the many differant styles of movement
rather than just sticking with one and very fast paced actions which you dive into at the start of the game. Being new to VR The controls were a little confusing, however, they can be picked up very easily for this game. During the start of the game,
there is a lot of bullet dodging and cover mechanics, something which is hard to grasp but very cool during play also - I have not
seen this in many VR games.
The game can be played well, In my case, with Moderate size using the Oculus Rift for a very good immersive experiance.. I
like it! I dont know if I missed it somewhere...but I dont know how to get my bow out lol. easy puzzle game for smart people
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